### Date: January 17th, 2013

### Location: Ivane Javakhishvili Tbilisi State University (TSU)
1 Chevchevadze Ave., I TSU Bld. Room 006
0179 Tbilisi, Georgia

- **09:30** Registration
- **10:00** Welcome
  - Alexander Kvitashvili, Rector, TSU (optional)
  - Moderation, Khatuna Kakhiani, TSU
- **10:10** Introduce to EU CHEMLAB II project
  - Thomas Letzel, Technische Universität München (TUM)
- **10:50** VET School Teaching Plan/certificate program within CHEMLAB-GEO project
  - Khatuna Kakhiani, TSU
- **11:30** Company Training Plan, realization, suggestions
  - Nino Manvelidze, Wine Laboratory
- **11:50** ECVET module - PRINCIPLES OF GMO FOOD ANALYSIS
  - Nino Inasaridze/Zurab Kutchukashvili, TSU
- **12:10** University trainings, Marina Rukhadze, TSU
- **12:30** Break
- **13:30** Monitoring, certification and evaluation
  - Ketevan Tsintsadze, TSU
- **13:50** CHEMLAB-GEO project website and LMS
  - Kakha Tsereteli, TSU

---

**Meeting within the project**

**EU CHEMLAB project implementation in Georgia**

- EU CHEMLAB-GEO Organization and GOALS
- Theoretical and Practical Realization of the VET Concept
- Lessons learned
- Participation possibilities – new company partners

### Organization

**Partners**

- National Center for Educational Quality Enhancement (EQE) Georgia, Technische Universität München (TUM), DWVG, Leonardo da Vinci Partnership (EU Partners)
  - From Germany (Freising / Regensburg), Greece (Thessaloniki), Poland (Poznan), Turkey (Istanbul), Czech Republic (Prague)

---

**Ivane Javakhishvili** Tbilisi State University
1 Chavchavadze Ave., I TSU Bld, 0179 Tbilisi, Georgia

**Partner Companies in Georgia**

- Georgian Water and Power (GWP)
- Wine Laboratory Biotex
- Agara Sugar Company
Find Tomorrow Today

Date: January 18th 2013
Location: Tbilisi State University
1 Chevchevadze Ave., I TSU Bld. Room 006
0179 Tbilisi, Georgia

10:00  Moderation
       Khatuna Kakhiani, TSU

10:10  ECVET module – Environmental analysis
       Bela Kvirkvelia/Gulsunda Cotadze, TSU

10:30  Company Trainings
       Aleqsandra Phalavandishvili, Georgian Water and Power (GWP)

10:50  Open electronic training/learning resources in Georgian
       language  Elene Katsadze, TSU

11:10  EU CHEMLAB II project certification
       Joerg Engelmann, IHK für München und Oberbayern
       (Chamber of Industry and Commerce for Munich and Upper Bavaria)

11:40  Summary and conclusions

12:00  Break

13:00  Visiting of participant Companies
       Optional (please confirm your participation during the registration)

Meeting within the project
EU CHEMLAB project implementation in Georgia

- EU CHEMLAB-GEO Organization and goals
- Theoretical and Practical Realization of the VET Concept
- Lessons learned
- Participation possibilities – new company partners

Organization

National Center for Educational Quality Enhancement (EQE)
Georgia, Technische Universität München (TUM), DWVG, Leonardo da Vinci Partnership (EU Partners)

Partners

From Germany (Freising / Regensburg), Greece (Thessaloniki), Poland (Poznan), Turkey (Istanbul), Czech Republic (Prague)

Partner Companies in Georgia

Georgian Water and Power (GWP)
Wine Laboratory
Biotex